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Entre el Suelo y lo demás

Cosas muchas cosas…
I am starting to develop a language based on aesthetic inclinations and materials
I have colors that help me navigate ideas and decisions
I have some rules, but I don’t follow them,
some form as I am going.
I have repetitive marks
markers
accumulation of marks.
I have the intention to emote
the coldness, the sharpness
the heat
the metal,
Small hands make these marks
of catching on firecontrol and lack of
my code is to envelope and repulse
To tend to
my code is to time
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Every 52 and On Making objects
Every 52 years the Mexicas would perform El Ritual del Fuego Nuevo; the ceremony’s importance lay in
the representation of the search for balance and order in the universe. Every existing object owned and
made by the Mexicas would be burnt in the pyre of renewal: temples, and houses would be torn down, new
structures would be rebuilt on top of old, and the process of reconstruction would set the new era.
Regenerating a society for the future.
The idea of this timed ritual marked by fire cemented a different sense of value to vernacular objects.
These objects reflected the aesthetic considerations of the society around them and were often the result of
innovations; to, and of material explorations. These objects were part of a tradition of making, a multigenerational practice of form and materiality, taking all the experiences of the individual and not just the
one single transformative contribution. The ability to replicate such feats of material discovery, over and
over, contributed to the development of culture and tradition.
The object and the maker are of the same importance- the object represents so much more than the
individual who made it- one must look to objects as manifestations of actions. If all objects turn to ash,
hope is the only feeling left.

On making objects
“…every real event is also a real object…an object is more than its pieces and less than its effects.”
Graham Harman

Objects are things and objects are also events.
All stated things need to be seen through open meanings and possibilities.
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Including but not limited to; metal, chile, glass, caña, cornhusks, soil, palm, clay, wood, resin, wool,
chicharrones and chayotes. I use foam, I use plastic and, also fear, I use anger, I use sadness, I use death
and, also violence, I use time, I use light.

I make precarious objects from specific materials, which are organic or found in nature, which I meld into
mass produced or industrial materials. All undergo alterations. The material’s materiality matters. All
materials I use have traces of specific information regarding place as a geographic marker and a historical
reference. The material's physical integrity is important; through alchemy a conversation emerges between
an original physical integrity of a material and my handling of it. The materials I sourced from Mexico and
the United States are pertinent to my own vernacular, habitual observations that incite in me a feeling of
familiarity and belonging. Origins are not linear; origins are the result of converging storms. Beginnings
are what’s left after the waters have receded.
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untitled 1 (entre el suelo y lo demás) galvanized electrical tube, corn husks, liquid starch, 48x10 inches,
2022.
untitled 1 (entre el suelo y lo demás)There are two distinct elements: One sits on top of the other. Both
have gone through changes; the steel metal rod has been opened in half, polished and using the welder I
made marks to an end of it- the piece sit/stands precariously on the floor, the top part is made from corn
husks that have been starched- resembling a stone or minerals- it is also meant to look fragile, and it is.
Both elements, the metal, and the corn husks, have moments where light is directly involved on their
surface- the color choice is one that I am not in control of, the changes made to the integrity of the material
denote the color. The heat and the sanding directly affect the color of the metal- I use the weight of my
body to shape it. There is a tension between soft and hard- between precarity and roughness- the metal
seems that it could hurt if touched, the husks are placed on top, they could fall- they are made to be brittle.
It is not pretending to be a recognizable form- it just exists as it needs to, a casi como. A semblance to the
natural.

Mexican Artist Abraham Cruzvillegas refers to Autoconstrucción as a process of “self-construction or
constructing your own house,” which he compares to the construction of identity.
If you could only experience México from the sky you would notice that it’s a place with many beginnings
and paused improvements-opportunities left for mañana. Everything is always in the process of
construction. Long metal rods extend their reach to the blinding sun. The sun in México is unforgiving, it
brands you; the sun never feels as strong and comforting as it does in México. The rods are holding
thoughts -sometimes the sharp edges need to be covered with glass bottles, changing color to ochre from
the rust.

The nahuatl name for the wind God is EHECATL ---eeehe-catl ……..
EEEeeeeeeeHHhheeeeeeee catl.
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On Casi como o asi como
My environments, my inhabited landscapes, are conditioned by casi como o asi como- never really the
wholeness of the thing itself--- only perceptions of what my ideas, my relationships, my identity, my
culture, and I ought to be. These perceptions inhabit all my surroundings as mere spirits of intentions. The
distance between; the world of thoughts and dreams, to that of living- is always an approximation.
The foundation of this casi como and asi como as an environmental form, made up of objects, which are
the byproducts of deliberate material amalgamations, materialize in my work in an act of convergence and
transformation to create a non-place, a place that is almost like a real place but not quite- a casi como
place.
My deliberate materialization of my relation to Mexico, my relation to the United States, and my relation
to my body–-All the materials have a weighted materiality, and are unavoidably and inescapably charged
with multiple signifiers that have a direct relation to history and its presence in society- I want the
contradictory traces of Mexican and American vernacular culture to be palpable throughoutI grew up in Mexico. My parents are both Mexicans and so are their parents and the parents of those
parents, and those parents’ parents. Generational trauma—as well as all the magical vestiges of
colonialism—inhabit both my families. I think that the more you understand them, the closer the concepts
get to each other, the harder they are to separate. It's like trying to clean dog shit from your shoe: you will
eventually get it on your hands.
La caña y el maíz are the connection, the line. the extension
the line knots, the line marks, the line separates.
My intention is to generate a narrative that challenges the idea of place as a fixed space, a precarious
equilibrium experienced through material amalgamations- a constant shift between a recognizable
belonging and a casi como o asi como place.
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On Voyage

What would be an eternal voyage—a perpetual migration?
Las mariposas monarcas travel many miles from North America to el valle central de México. The
monarch’s migratory pattern is the most highly evolved of any known species of their kind. There is a
place in the forest of Michoacan, where the trees become holding vessels for the resting voyagers. Here,
there is almost no distinction between tree and monarch , together they become beings with fluttering
limbs. This symbiotic amalgamation reconfigures the perception of space and time- In the minimal spaces
left vacant, you can feel the weight of the air on your body- the air shrouds your body- light, ground, and
the moments of sky, are all a symphonic composition of proximity, you are suspended in place and time:
in casi como. The floor fluctuates, the floor flickers, the floor has a pulse, it time-keeps. A voyage exists both outside
and inside a linear time. The monarchs’ migration occurs in a loop, the voyage befalls on an infinitum
trajectory; events/things happen in these voyages, occurrences, information gets adopted, but the voyagers
continue to defy all external circumstances and continue their hereditary instructed conversation.

On El tiempo, whose?
“…They say a road goes up or down depending on whether you’re coming or going. If you’re going away
it’s uphill, but it’s downhill if you’re coming back…” Juan Rulfo, Pedro Paramo.

In Pedro Paramo, Juan Preciado unknowingly journeys to Comala, the space of the in-between, where
dead and alive are slightly cognizant of each other. Juan is searching for his father. He of course does not
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know that he has ventured to a suspended time, a non place. -we do- we know. Juan never finds what he
was looking for; he does find them;
echoes
the eternal echoes,
those echoes trapped in between walls,
echoes that travel until they clash with new ones- sigilosos
the place where the body turns to mud as the ardent weight of fleeting life swings in, and as the last
breaths flee
the wind sings with them,
Ecos
La muerte is the ultimate place or nonplace where every-thing, every object, every moment and all
voyages happen in an all- encompassing time. Voyages and death are universally true, and no occurrence
can alter their existence.
Our perception of time has changed the way we think of ourselves and our relationship with the cosmos.
Linear time perception has cemented the current stage of the insurmountable violent reality that is the
Anthropocene. Commodifying time deteriorates our sense of self. In modern society, the value of
existence is based on the quantifiable accumulation of goods. I am thinking of the possibility of just
existing as evolutionary anomalies- holding no purpose just that of being here.

El cuerpo, sus cuerpos.
Bodies, suspended, elevated
Taken

Not found, found, and founded
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On the Ground

SUELO, MI SUELO, MI CIELO-if my suelo could crack, would it? my suelo
- your ground, es different.
The floor is my stage for encounters of many beginnings. My objects are made to occupy, to hold the
traces of ideas, remnants of a previous existence- without the suelo nothing exists. The ground is the
direct contact with our tethered bodies, the ground has more ground underneath, and more underneath
that.--------Entre el suelo y lo demás,
I want for the objects to generate a pull; I want them to carry an identity that occurs simultaneously in
separate spaces- for the energy to bounce between them and between them all; the physical and the
metaphorical space.
“That death pained me in more ways than one."
Juan Rulfo, Pedro Páramo
Entre el suelo y lo demás (Between the Floor and Everything Else) is the result of my desire to
challenge the division among objects and events. The dialogue among the pieces obliterates the
problem of form and representation, the objects-events manifest in the space as an (im)possible
ecologies: casi como.
Moving among the casi como time collapses, the organic and inorganic matter renews through
degradation. You must look up, look down, pay attention, walk around, kneel, and find something
in a corner -and remember. The environment guides the movement of the viewer, but it doesn’t
restrict it, on the contrary, it opens possibilities for renewal. The suelo as a physical marker is
important because it allows me to approach sculpture not only from the principle of elevation but
from the perspective of what resides underneath.
Here is where the past and future collapse and generate an interval between life and death. I
approach time from the perspective of decay, a journey that resides only in the present moment –but
not only. Entre el Suelo y lo Demás is a voyage to a non-place anywhere but here and now, where
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the presence and absence cohabit. Entre el Suelo y lo Demás is also overwhelming. It appeals to the
sensorium through texture, light, materials, sensations… – Dirt, the burnt, the smell, sharpness,
softness. Entre el Suelo y lo Demás is also a day in the mercado, it is the too much, the
juxtaposition, the unexpected but filtered from my own perspective, one that suggests, that invites
but also obscures. Entre el Suelo y lo Demás unfolds a narrative of (be)longing through a
regenerative personal interpretation of culture and tradition.

M De Mujer
M DE MARTIR
M de mierda
M de María
Para ti
Las mujeres; behind me, beside me, and in front of me.
For you, the one
Tú ---Whoate.Whofucked.Whocried.
Wholoved.Whoscreamed.Whofought.
Whocared.Whowon.Wholied.Whofailled.

missing.
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